An IoT Infrastructure for Ubiquitous
Notifications in Intelligent Living
Environments
Abstract

Figure 1: The meSchHub allows the rapid
interweaving of arbitrary devices and
communication technologies. Tapping a NFC
enabled smartphone on the meSchHub will
instantly connect it to its embedded WiFi
access point and give access to its web
based GUI
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Notifications are an important feature to proactively
inform smartphone users. However, reading
notifications on phones often has a disruptive effect on
tasks at hand or social situations. Today’s smart home
and office environments with their increasingly
connected devices provide rich opportunities to deliver
notifications in a context-sensitive and multi-modal way
into the direct surroundings of a user eliminating the
need to fish up the smartphone from the pocket. Due to
the missing tool support these opportunities have
however neither been sufficiently investigated nor
picked up for use in daily lives. With this work we
introduce an infrastructure for homes and offices that
enables designers and web-developers to design and
deploy context sensitive notification strategies using
arbitrary connected things and smart home products
such as TVs, tablets, projections, lamps, speakers and
many more. We introduce the opportunities offered by
this platform to go beyond simple Event-ConditionRules and describe how the system can be used to
carry out remotely controlled “in the wild” experiments.
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it aims at lowering the barrier for the design,
deployment and exploration of ubiquitous notifications
in real-live home and office environments.
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Introduction

Previous work has explored the effect of notifications on
mobile phones [5] as well as desktop PCs [2] in
isolation. Recent work has as well analysed the usage
of smartphone notifications in the large [6] and
explored infrastructures to broadcast smartphone
notifications among screen based devices (tablet,
smartwatch, TV, desktop PC) of a user [8]. Some
Popular cloud based service such as IFTTT1 or
Pushover2 allow users to send notification to
smartphones based on external triggers but not to use
notifications on smartphones as triggers. Apps such as
Tasker3 allow to circumvent this but still only provide
simple trigger-action rules. Weber et al. established
design guidelines for displaying notifications on smart
TVs [9]. However, what is missing is the exploration of
context-sensitive intelligent display strategies of
smartphone notifications in real world environments
that go beyond screens as well as the necessary
technical foundations for their realisation.

Notifications on smartphones are an important feature
to proactively inform their owners about new
messages, calendar events, reminders and many other
events. However, often notifications have a disruptive
effect for instance when working on a task or in social
situations. Further the effort of reading notifications on
phones (pulling out the phone, activating the screen,
unlocking it, reading a new notification, putting it away)
rises with the frequency of received notifications. We
believe that smart home and office environments offer
the ability to detect a user’s context and use the direct
surroundings to display notifications (additionally) in
appropriate and ultimately more efficient and less
disruptive ways. Notifications could be for instance
shown on the living-room TV when sitting on the couch,
visualized on the digital photo-frame or indicated by a
Philips Hue light when in the bed room and read by the
Amazon Echo device when cooking in the kitchen. The
interweaving of such heterogeneous devices usually
requires a high implementation effort and low-level
expertise in various platforms, programming languages
and communication technologies and is thus out of
reach for many researchers, designers and end-users.

Figure 2: meSchup web GUI: Subset of
sensor/actuator modules that can be
remotely activated on an Android device

We propose an infrastructure for ubiquitous
notifications based on the meSchup IoT platform that is
easy to setup, supports a rich set of DIY platforms and
commercial smart home products out of the box and
provides flexible means for implementing contextsensitive notification strategies using solely web
technologies such as HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Overall

With “Designing Calm Technology” Mark Weiser has
early described the concept of peripheral displays [10]
that allow us to perceive information without explicitly
shifting our attention to it. This has inspired the design
of many ambient information displays and
visualisations in art and research [1, 7, 4]. These
insights can act as inspiration for designing ubiquitous
1

http://ifttt.com

2

http://pushover.net

3

http://tasker.dinglisch.net

notification displays that are less disruptive. However,
it remains mostly unclear when smartphone
notifications are forwarded to smart environments
which strategies and multi-modal display forms users
find useful, effective and appropriate for certain
situations and notification types. Also further
interaction methods need to be explored that allow
users to remove or detail ubiquitous notifications from
the environment similar to the interaction with the
notification bar on smartphones. For instance a user
might find it inappropriate that a certain WhatsApp
notification is shown on a publicly visible near screen
while being in a social situation. Here a tap gesture on
the phone in the pocket could be for instance
implemented that allows to remove the most recent
message from any information display or to toggle its
detail level.

Architecture and Components

Figure 3: When a new notifications arrives
at a users’ phone it is forwarded to the local
meSchHub in proximity which then controls
local devices based on active interaction
scripts.

The proposed architecture uses the meSchup IoT
platform [3] for the realisation of ubiquitous
notifications in smart local environments. meSchup is a
generic modular IoT platform for the rapid creation of
local interactive smart spaces. It consists of a
meSchHub (Figure 1) that is equipped with
communication adapters for various common
communication technologies (e.g. WiFi, BLE, ZigBee, ZWave, etc.), the meSchup middleware, a script engine
that runs user-defined interaction scripts and a web
based development IDE that assists designers in
creating this scripts. One hub can be set up per smart
space (e.g. office, flat, house), see Figure 3. A large
number of IoT and DIY platforms such as Android,
Arduino, Raspberry Pi 1-3, Intel Edison and of-the-shelf
smart home products (SmartPlugs, Ambilights,
Chromecast, Amazon Echo, etc.) can be used with

meSchup out of the box. The platform takes care of
device discovery and fully abstracts from platform and
communication technology heterogeneities. Interaction
scripts allow to interweave arbitrary input with arbitrary
output in real-time only requiring basic knowledge in
web technologies (JavaScript).
Sensing Smartphone Notifications
meSchup provides an Android App that allows to
expose any device sensors to the platform as well as to
control any of its actuators in real-time from interaction
scripts. This includes a “NotificationGateway”-module
(Figure 2) that can sense any smartphone notification
and forward it to the meSchup platform where
interaction scripts define what to do with it. To respect
the users’ privacy only notifications from Apps are
forwarded that the user has explicitly permitted (Figure
4). Besides setting up these permissions once, the App
usually runs persistently and invisibly in the
background. Notification events consists of the content,
the originating App name, a timestamp and a rich set
of additional meta-data (Figure 5) that can be used as
additional context information for better notification
display decisions. When a smartphone leaves the range
of a certain smart space (e.g. out of home WiFi) and
comes into the range of another known smart space
(e.g. office WiFi) the App automatically discovers the
local meSchup server and starts working with the
interaction scripts that are defined for this space. This
allows transparent roaming without any need for
manual configuration.
Notification Output Opportunities
Based on the available devices in a smart home or
office environments many output opportunities for
incoming notifications may exist. Rich visual

information can be displayed on TVs (using
Chromecast), Projectors (using a Raspberry Pi),
Desktop PCs (using Notifications in the right lower
corner), tablets, smartphones and smartwatches.
Further devices with lower visual information display
bandwidth can be used to indicate notifications, for
instance Lamps, Ambilights, LEDs (e.g. on/off, colour
scale, blinking). Further notifications can be displayed
or indicated in an auditory or tactile way. Devices that
have integrated speakers and text-to-speak capabilities
are for instance smartphones, tablets, TVs and the
Amazon Echo device. Tactile notifications can be for
instance triggered on tablets, smartphones or vibration
motors connected to Arduinos or Raspberry Pis. When a
notification is received the interaction scripts decide
whether, when and what output events are triggered.
An output event can be triggered on specific devices,
specific output modules or even all available devices
and modules. Obviously an intelligent notification
display is selective and based on the current context.

Figure 4: meSchup Android App: A user
needs to explicitly give his permission that
notification from the selected App should be
forwarded

Sensing Context
In the same way as meSchup allows to instantly trigger
actuators in the environment it also allows to remotely
activate available sensors and to collect and interpret
its data as sensor events. Interaction scripts typically
use the sensor data from stationary deployed and
mobile devices in the environment to derive high-level
contextual information from these sensor events. Two
of many contextual information that can be derived
with the system are for instance person-tracking and
phone-pose detection.
Person-Tracking: We have implemented interaction
scripts that use a few statically deployed Raspberry Pi
and Android devices with BLE adapters that are able to

robustly detect near BLE key-fobs or activity trackers
(e.g. FitBit) on room level. By annotating these
personal devices with person names and the stationary
BLE scanners with room names it can easily be derived
who is in a room at the moment when a new
notification arrives. This obviously requires users to
actually wear their key-fob, activity tracker or any
other device with BLE advertising capabilities. This
contextual information can be then used to deliver
notifications to devices that are in the same room as
the envisioned recipient.
Phone-pose detection: meSchup can activate a
multitude of sensors embedded in smartphones. For
instance we use the data from the proximity sensor,
the accelerometer, and the display state to estimate
whether the phone is located in the pocket, lying on a
table or is in active use. When a notification arrives this
is for instance used in an interaction script to decide
whether it is actually forwarded to the environment or
ignored (e.g. because a user is currently anyway
interacting with his or her phone).
Much other contextual information can be derived using
interaction scripts of the meSchup platform and the
creativity of a script designer.
Designing Interaction Scripts
Interaction scripts are named pieces of JavaScript code
that combine sensor input, contextual state and
actuator output in real-time. When a script is saved it is
instantly applied to the environment. A typical script
could for instance forward notifications from the
smartphone owned by “Tom” to any device with a
display that is located in “Toms” proximity in the
moment of the notifications arrival.

Incoming notifications usually run through a processing
pipeline that consists of the following steps:
1.

User filtering: Through the permissions set on a
users’ smartphone only a subset of notifications
from Apps that a user considers as useful are
forwarded to the smart space.

2.

Interaction script filtering: Interaction scripts
may exist only for notifications from certain users
or notification types.

3.

Contextual filtering: Is the user currently in a
room that contains a device with display
capabilities? Is the user currently using his phone
anyway?

4.

Modality selection: Which of the available output
modalities is best suited in the current situation?
Should one or multiple be used in parallel? (e.g.
visual and auditory)

5.

Display rendering: Based on the chosen outputdevices the content needs to be rendered
compatible to the outputs’ capabilities. (e.g. How to
display a message with an Ambilight? How to
display a received emoji through a text-to-speech
interface? etc.)

remotely fix implementation issues of interaction
scripts, for instance when reported by users during a
long term experiment. Or it allows running remotely
controlled A-B experiments that test various notification
routing and displaying strategies against each other at
different times and/or locations.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we propose an infrastructure for smart
spaces that allows forwarding and displaying
smartphone notifications of inhabitants in intelligent
context-sensitive ways directly in their surroundings. A
large number of distributed sensors for contextacquisition and actuators for multimodal displaying of
notifications are supported out of the box. Interaction
scripts are written purely in JavaScript which enables
the broad group of web developers to quickly start and
realize custom ubiquitous notification strategies. Finally
the integrated cloud connection supports the remote
management of interaction scripts and facilitates a
simpler realization of long term real world experimental
deployments.
For our current and future research the proposed
infrastructure acts as a valuable tool to answer a
number of research questions:

Enabling “in the wild” Experiments

Figure 5: A notification event in JSON
format received from a smartphone which
can be interpreted by a meSchup interaction
script

The exploration of appropriate ubiquitous notification
strategies will usually not be representative when it is
only based on pure lab experiments. In the wild
experiments are in two ways supported by the
proposed infrastructure. First, it is very easy to setup in
any environment (power on and connect to router).
Second, a cloud plugin can be activated that allows to
remotely deploy, edit and remove local interaction
scripts via a cloud based service website. This allows to

1.

Are specific notification types preferred to be
forwarded to smart environments?

2.

Can ubiquitous notifications reduce the disruption
effect? How should these be designed?

3.

Can ubiquitous notifications be more effective
compared to the state of the art reading directly on
smartphones?

4.

Which notification output modalities are best suited
for which situations?

5.

How can content privacy be realized in multi-user
and (semi-)public spaces?

6.

How can users intuitively interact with ubiquitously
displayed notification?

7.

How can simultaneous notifications of different
users be displayed by the same output resources?

How long (or often) should ubiquitous notifications
be displayed and what are strategies for their
removal?
We are looking forward that the proposed work will help
us and other researchers in answering these and many
other interesting research questions related to
ubiquitous notifications.
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